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The Dematic Returns solution processes returned items quickly and
efficiently, enabling you to restore salable merchandise to primary or
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The Dematic Merchandise Returns System is a reverse logistics solution
that accelerates and streamlines the processing steps required to
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solution leverages Dematic iQ software to facilitate the inspection and
reconditioning of workflows required before items are returned to stock,
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especially in e-Commerce and apparel applications.
Learn more about optimizing your distribution center with the
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Software gone bad
CANADIAN GROCERY GIANT LOBLAW is famed – or perhaps noto-

rious – in supply chain circles for its inventory control flame-out in
2005-2006. The company began a planned $62 million overhaul of its
distribution system with a reduction in the number of DCs, and the
latest in IT that was meant to help it compete at the highest level.
Instead, the company ended up in inventory control hell, with empty
shelves and jammed distribution centres. Nothing moved. The mistakes
ended up costing the grocer millions and gave it a very black eye with
customers.
Examples of this sort of mishap are all too common. Target’s infamous
foray into Canada was upended by similar glitches. And just in the past
few months we’ve seen companies like motor oil manufacturer Liqui
Moly, Ontario’s LCBO, and European retailer Asos all suffer from
problems implementing new software. You don’t have to dig too deep
to find more.
Liqui Moly sent a press release in mid-summer blaming production
issues on a bad software implementation, saying: “The introduction of
new company software in January has turned Liqui Moly into a permanent building site. The system that was supposed to simplify processes
and reduce costs…has had precisely the opposite effect and negatively
affected the half-year results.”
“If we were listed on the stock exchange, I would have to issue a profit
warning,” said CEO Ernst Prost.
Unfortunately in spite of that up-front approach to owning the issue,
the company wasn’t willing to talk about it with us. Neither was the
LCBO interested in chatting about its inability to keep store shelves
stocked this summer. So we decided to write a feature, “Avoiding
Catastrophe” on page 20, about how to prevent such mishaps from
happening in your enterprise.
I’m not going to spoil the ending, but the analysts and seasoned
supply chain execs interviewed for the story are clear about one thing.
You cannot blame IT. Read the whole story to find out why.
Have you ever felt the pain of a software implementation gone sideways? How did you resolve it, and what lessons did your company learn
from the experience? Please share your thoughts with us. I can be
reached at emily@newcom.ca.
Until next time,
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AI CAN MONITOR ERGONOMICS
IN REAL TIME
Potential app will to improve warehouse health and safety
to see how it’s directly benefiting
them. Now we have made this whole
process fully automated. Our plan is
to put it in a smartphone app so that
workers can even monitor themselves
and get immediate feedback.”
For these self-assessments, people
currently use a snapshot of a task
being performed. The position of
each joint gets a score, and the sum
of all the scores determines how risky
that pose is. But workers usually perform a series of motions for a specific
task, and the researchers wanted
their algorithm to be able to compute
an overall score for the entire action.
Moving to video is more accurate,
but it requires a new way to add up
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RESEARCHERS AT THE University of

Washington (UW) have used machine learning
to develop a new system that can monitor factory and warehouse workers and tell them how
risky their behaviours are in real time. The algorithm
divides up a series of activities – such as lifting a box
off a high shelf, carrying it to a table and setting it
down – into individual actions and then calculates a
risk score associated with each action.
The team presented the findings in August at the
IEEE International Conference on Automation
Science and Engineering in Vancouver.
With over 102,000 worker injuries in Canada as a
result of “bodily reaction or exertion” in 2017 alone,
being able to identify and correct poor ergonomics
has the potential to prevent significant lost time
incidents, make workplaces safer and save money.
“Right now workers can do a self-assessment where
they fill out their daily tasks on a table to estimate
how risky their activities are,” said senior author
Ashis Banerjee, an assistant professor in both the
industrial and systems engineering and mechanical
engineering departments at the UW.
“But that’s time consuming, and it’s hard for people

Researchers want robots
to be able to use
the algorithm
to keep workers healthy.
the scores. To train and test the algorithm, the team
created a dataset containing 20 three-minute videos
of people doing 17 activities that are common in
warehouses.
“One of the tasks we had people do was pick up a
box from a rack and place it on a table,” said first
author Behnoosh Parsa, a UW mechanical engineering doctoral student.
“We wanted to capture different scenarios, so sometimes they would have to stretch their arms, twist
their bodies or bend to pick something up.”
The researchers captured their dataset using a
Microsoft Kinect camera, which recorded 3D videos
that allowed them to map out what was happening
to the participants’ joints during each task.
Using the data, the algorithm first learned to compute risk scores for each video frame. Then it moved
to identifying when a task started and ended so that
it could calculate a risk score for an entire action.
The algorithm labeled three actions in the dataset
INSIDE Logistics OCT O B E R 2019
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as risky behaviours: picking up a box from a high shelf, and
placing either a box or a rod onto a high shelf.
Now the team is developing an app that workers and supervisors can use to monitor in real time the risks of their daily
actions. The app will provide warnings for moderately risky
actions and alerts for high-risk actions.
Eventually the researchers want robots in warehouses or factories
to be able to use the algorithm to help keep workers healthy. To
see how well the algorithm could work in a hypothetical warehouse,
the researchers had a robot monitor two participants performing
the same activities. Within three seconds of the end of each activity,
the robot showed a score on its display.
“Factories and warehouses have used automation for several
decades. Now that people are starting to work in settings where
robots are used, we have a unique opportunity to split up the
work so that the robots are doing the risky jobs,” Banerjee said.
“Robots and humans could have an active collaboration, where
a robot can say, ‘I see that you are picking up these heavy objects
from the top shelf and I think you may be doing that a lot of
times. Let me help you.’”
Additional co-authors are Ekta Samani, Rose Hendrix and
Cameron Devine, UW mechanical engineering doctoral students;
Shashi Singh, a summer intern at UW; and Santosh Devasia,
professor in UW’s mechanical engineering department.

DONE DEALS
Calcuso.com, the largest e-commerce distributor of educational and office supplies in Germany, is using the Descartes pixi
Warehouse Management System (WMS) to handle high back-toschool order volumes across Europe. Calcuso has partnered with
more than 10,000 schools to provide students with the mandated
teaching materials for the back-to-school season. “As we are
evaluating the possibility of expanding operations in North America, the solution can help us achieve high standards of customer
service,” said Kilian Kallee, the company’s CEO and co-founder.
European retailer HEMA has selected JDA Luminate Demand
Edge and JDA Fulfillment to transform its retail supply chain. A
retailer with more than 750 stores in 10 countries, HEMA will rely
on JDA solutions, which use by Blue Yonder’s artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) capabilities.
PortaBull Storage, a provider of dry and refrigerated storage
units and portable office structures, has selected Globe Tracker’s IoT tracking and monitoring solutions for fleet-wide tracking
and monitoring solutions for their refrigerated containers. The
GT Sense solution offers visibility of all parameters of refrigerated container assets along with advanced analytics and alert
management. In the instance of temperature changes, PortaBull
Storage customers will now receive an alarm from their reefers in
real-time and have the ability to manage exceptions quickly.

π
WITH ELEVEN LOCATIONS
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COMPLETE CATALOG

1-800-295-5510
insidelogistics.ca
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Tech investment strategies remain conservative
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INVESTMENTS IN SUPPLY CHAIN technology continue to

build on existing investments, as companies seek to avoid the
risk of supporting research and development of unproven
solutions.
A newly released report from eye for transport has found that
the bulk of planned investment is focused on transportation
management, business intelligence, warehouse management
systems and visibility. Close to 60 percent of the survey’s more
than 500 respondents across third-party logistics, tech providers
and shippers plan to spend on business intelligence, while about
50 percent are set on transportation management systems.
About 45 percent are looking at visibility systems and WMS.
Where companies are venturing into new technology, artificial
intelligence (AI) is delivering the best bang for the buck for 27
percent of respondents. Robotic process automation (RPA)
has jumped to top spot for 19 percent, up from only 12 percent
last year.
Internet of Things (IoT) continues to be a rewarding investment, with 21 percent saying it delivers the best return for their
operation. It’s also the technology deemed most likely to have
the biggest impact in the next 18 months.

As we go further down the road, however, AI is expected to
take its place as the big game changer. Nearly half of respondents (46 percent) say AI will have the biggest impact in the
next five years.
Blockchain remains much discussed but not yet implemented,
with 68 percent of firms polled this year saying they have not
undertaken a proof of concept process for the tech.

LOGIMAT® VERTICAL
LIFT MODULE (VLM)
SSI SCHAEFER provides a complete line of
material handling and automated storage and
retrieval systems for various industries—including
cold storage and e-commerce solutions.
ssi-schaefer.com

insidelogistics.ca
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Danielle Laberge succeeds Normand
Legault as chair of the board of directors
for ADM Aéroports de Montréal. Laberge
has been a director of the corporation for
the past eight years and vice-chair of the
board of directors since the fall of 2018.
She is professor emeritus at the School
of Management Studies at Université du
Québec à Montréal. During her career,
she served in numerous senior academic
positions at Université du Québec à
Montréal.
Robert Johnson, executive vice-president,
operations, at CP has retired. He is
succeeded by Mark Redd. Redd joined
CP in 2013 and has worked in a number of

different senior operating roles, including
most recently as senior vice-president,
operations, Western Region. Tony Marquis,
senior vice-president, operations, Eastern
Region, also retired in September. Tracy
Miller takes on that role and Greg Squires
becomes vice-president, operations, Western
Region. Both will report directly to Redd.
Chad Rolstad, vice-president of human
resources, will add chief culture officer to
his title and James Clements, who has been
with CP for more than 20 years, will become
senior vice-president strategic planning and
technology transformation.
Frederick Corey has been appointed
vice-president sales, Canada, for Delmar
International. Corey has spent the last 13
years at Cominar, most recently in the role
of vice-president. He managed a portfolio
of assets, clients, and a large team of sales
professionals. He holds a Bachelor of Arts
from Concordia University.
Barcoding, Inc. has hired Bertrand Martelle
as country manager for Barcoding’s

Already
learned the
business of
logistics?

Canadian operation, overseeing Barcoding’s
Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver offices.
Over his 20-plus years in the business
Martelle has worked with companies such as
Intermec (now Honeywell) and Psion Teklogix
(now Zebra) with a focus on building high
quality sales and technical teams and
forming strategic alliances to better meet
customer needs.
The Maritime Employers Association (MEA)
has appointed Martin Tessier as president.
Tessier brings management skills gained
through his 25 years of experience in the
transportation industry, most recently, as
vice-president human resources and labour
relations - Bombardier Aviation.
Wayfair has promoted Allan Lyall to the
new role of chief global supply chain officer.
Lyall joined Wayfair in 2018. Previously he
spent12 years at Amazon as vice-president
of European operations. Thomas Netzer,
COO of Wayfair’s European operations, has
been appointed to succeed James Savarese
as COO.

Now you can earn
your CCLP without
going back to class
Introducing CITT’s new Challenge
On-Ramp to industry’s most
valued logistics designation.
Finally, there’s a fast, accurate and
affordable way for experienced
people to demonstrate their
competencies and qualify for
industry’s most respected logistics
designation and full CITT membership.

citt.ca/challenge-onramp • 416.363.5696
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Supplier default can be sniffed out years in advance
SUPPLIER DETERIORATION can
be predicted as early as three years in
advance. A new study by RapidRatings.
com looked at financial records of
companies that filed for bankruptcy
between 2014 and 2018 to determine
the warning signs of poor financial
health.
“Any supplier failure – whether due
to a labour dispute, natural disaster, or
credit default – can have financial, operational and reputational repercussions
up and down the supply chain,” the
study noted. “Transparency into both
public and private company financial
performance is therefore essential to
supplier due diligence in both procurement and ongoing supplier risk
management.”
The study found that financial deterioration in a supplier leads to pre-default

A master planned
industrial business
park unlike any other

problems such as declining product
quality, inability to meet demand and
on-time delivery failures. Companies
that fall into the study’s High Risk
category are twice as likely to deliver low
quality or faulty goods, and nearly three
times as likely to deliver late.
There are five warning signs that a
supplier might be in trouble. These are:
k High debt. Defaulters were found
to have three times the debt and a
higher cost to service it.
k Poor cash flow. Failing companies
had cash levels less than 15 percent of
liabilities.
k Declining profitability. Return on
assets in defaulters declined from -17
percent to -33 percent between 2017
and 2018, the study found.
k Climbing vulnerability to market
forces. The energy and water sectors

4 million SF of state-of-the-art
logistics space designed with the
modern occupier in mind

saw the great number of defaults in
2018 thanks to exposure to commodity pricing, politics, environmental
concerns and changing regulations.
k High risk factors. Using the study’s
methodology, 95 percent failed while
they were assessed as high or very
high risk.
The study also points out that U.S.
industrial defaults are at a five-year ebb,
and the same condition applied before
that last two recessions.
“With a potential recession looming and tariffs upending traditional
trade flows, proactively monitoring
the financial health of your supply
chain ecosystem enables you to identify
early warning signs, build supply chain
resilience, and avoid loss of revenue
or reputational damage,” the study
cautioned.

Flexible, phased speculative
buildings & built-to-suit
opportunities of various sizes

Coming Spring 2020

Draw a straight line from your
suppliers to your customers
with exceptional connectivity

Graham Meader
Executive Vice President
+1 416 620 2841
graham.meader@colliers.com

www.collierscanada.com/26087
Accelerating success.
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Forecast sunny for warehouse automation
THE WAREHOUSE automation market
is forecast grow at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 12.6 percent
over the next five years; however, a
temporary dip in revenue growth is
expected between 2020 and 2021.

A recent report by market intelligence firm Interact Analysis outlines
how, with the growing trade tensions
between the U.S. and China, coupled
with slowing demand in Europe, the
global economy is looking increasingly

“Growing consumer demand
for faster and cheaper online
delivery options will drive
long-term and sustained
growth in the warehouse
automation market.”
– Ruben Scriven, Interact Analysis

vulnerable and many businesses are
delaying capital expenditure. This is
reflected in warehouse automation
vendors reporting a sharp drop in their
order intake.
“While order intake for large warehouse automation projects may be
slowing in the short-term because of
political and economic uncertainty, we
forecast the market will return to double-digit growth rates by 2022 following
the dip in revenue growth between
2020 and 2021,” said Rueben Scriven,
market research analyst at Interact
Analysis. “In the mid- to long-term, the
logistical pressures which e-commerce
puts on distribution networks and the
growing consumer demand for faster
and cheaper online delivery options
will drive long-term and sustained
growth in the warehouse automation
market.”
The report reveals how, during the
past few years, the warehouse automation market has seen double-digit
growth rates driven by the rise of e-commerce and omni-channel retail. Growing consumer demand for faster and
cheaper delivery has seen many retailers investing in warehouse automation
to reduce order processing times and
to cope with the increasingly complex
network of distribution channels.
Lack of labour availability has also

12
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
What’s going on at
been a significant driver for automating
warehouses. With the U.S. unemployment rate currently at 3.8 percent,
recruiting and retaining qualified staff
is plaguing retailers and manufacturers
alike.
This especially affects those exposed
to e-commerce, where demand is more
difficult to forecast and the seasonal
spikes in demand can be several times
higher than the rest of the year. In light
of these circumstances, many retailers
and manufacturers have implemented
automation to alleviate some of these
pressures.
With forecasts demonstrating
the potential to slow in 2020 and in
particular 2021, service, maintenance
and aftermarket sales will become an
increasingly important part of system
integrators’ business models. Service
and maintenance contracts are paid
on a predictable and recurring basis,
which means that as the installed base
increases, the revenues generated from
service and maintenance contracts also
increase over time.
This alleviates some of the pressures
from weaker order intake in the short
term. And, while the typical margins for
equipment sales tends to be between
three and five percent, margins for
service and maintenance can be as high
as 15 percent, which improves profitability.
“While most system integrators will
encourage their customers to take out
service and maintenance contracts, the
contract length and the level of service
provided can vary significantly,” said
Scriven. “The propensity for customers
to take out service and maintenance
contracts is typically linked to a number
of key factors, including geography,
the type of company and its business
model.”
Interact Analysis interviewed and
surveyed over 40 the leading warehouse
automation system integrators, suppliers and end-users, over a six-month
period, to gather information for the
report.
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Amazon to acquire stake in Cargojet

]

READ MORE HERE:

http://tinyurl.com/IL-Cargojet

Last-mile routing provider wins fed funding

]

LEARN MORE HERE:

http://tinyurl.com/IL-Routific

Developer plans large DC outside Ottawa

]

LEARN MORE HERE:

http://tinyurl.com/IL-Broccolini

Software suited to meet the unique needs
and business processes of single or multiple
warehouse sites, 3PL distribution environments
and mobile workforces

www.rfpathways.com
www.rfpathways.com
AUTOMATION ASSOCIATES INC.
6705 Tomken Road, Suite 211 • Mississauga, Ontario L5T 2J6
P: 905-565-6560 • Toll Free: 866-823-6114
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D C O PE R AT I O N S

|

POWER

Lithium-ion batteries are
the new kid – motivepower wise – and they
are beginning to gain
traction in distribution
centre operations. The
increased focus on
speed in omni-channel
fulfillment is in part
driving the new interest
in the technology, which
promises faster charging,
longer work times, better
longevity and lighter
weight. All this comes at
a cost, of course, and we
were curious to see who is
making it work.
Read on to get perspective
on lithium-ion from
a start-up Canadian
manufacturer Stromcore,
and the implementation
experiences from a coldstorage user – Conestoga
Cold storage. We’ve
also got a technical
explanation of li-ion
versus new lead-acid
Thin-Plate technology,
and finally a look at the
potential risks of li-ion
batteries.
14

UP

Are lithium-ion
batteries ready for
DC operations?

| By Emily Atkins

The user
Cold-storage converts
Running powered equipment in a cold-storage facility is a challenge. Available technologies – lead-acid batteries, hydrogen
fuel cells and lithium-ion batteries – all
have their issues, but there’s nothing like
a real-world test to make the choice clear.
“Lead-acid batteries, for us, were a deadend road. It was very expensive from a
lot of perspectives. We tried fast-charging.
We tried opportunity charging, and there
was just nothing good about it.” That’s
Conestoga Cold Storage’s purchasing
manager Geoff Ditner, explaining why
the Kitchener, Ontario-based company
was interested in a lithium-ion trial when
they were approached by Toronto-based
Stromcore.
The trial began with the introduction

of li-ion batteries in two reach trucks,
operating in the freezer at -18C. In the
old set up, with the lead-acid batteries,
the operators needed to change batteries
a couple times each shift. And at
Conestoga there’s no battery room attendant to do the changes, so operators
would be off the trucks, in the battery
room for 10-minutes at a time, switching
out the lead-acid batteries.
With the li-ion batteries the drivers are
able to charge them up at lunch hour and
keep going all afternoon, never dipping
below 50 percent charged. “We were very
impressed with what we saw initially,”
Ditner says. “If they’re changing batteries
two times a shift that takes 10 minutes. If
you do that three times a shift, there’s
INSIDE Logistics OCTO B E R 2019

Again, however, the lead-acid fast-chargers did not work well, so another set of
purpose-built li-ion chargers was added,
solving the problem.

All in

Installing a Stromcore li-ion battery means no more time-consuming battery changes for
Conestoga Cold Storage’s equipment operators.

As a result of these trials Conestoga is
making big changes. They are swapping
all of the 36-volt reach truck and 48-volt
counterbalanced trucks from lead-acid
batteries to lithium-ion in their Kitchener
and Mississauga facilities. So far 12 counterbalanced trucks and 15 reach trucks
in Mississauga have been switched, with
another 10 of each to follow by the end
of the year. And in Kitchener 13 counterbalanced trucks were commissioned at
the beginning of September.
“We have some infrastructure to change
over to accommodate chargers; we can’t
rip out everything we have and put everything in simultaneously. We have to do it
in stages,” Ditner says. “We have more
batteries than chargers. That was a bit of
an experiment on our end, just to see
how that would go, and we don’t need a
charger per truck, per battery. It requires
so little charge time that the operators
are making it work.”

Big savings

With a charge up at lunchtime the operators in the Conestoga freezer are able to run their
machines all day.

half an hour of non-production.” He also
notes that not having to change batteries
eliminates a degree of risk to workers.
The trial was not without a hiccup, however. Ditner reports that the charger technology they had didn’t communicate well
with the li-ion batteries, but once the
chargers were replaced with some better
suited to the battery profile, the issues
were resolved.
Next, Conestoga added two more li-ion
units for counterbalanced fork trucks
being used on the docks that feed an
automated system that operates 24/7.
The docks were a pain point for the com-

pany. “With the fast-charged lead-acid
batteries there was just no way they could
keep up, so we actually had to have extra
equipment,” Ditner notes. “We had extra
forklift batteries, so that when they kill
the battery, they drove it over, hooked it
in, and then drive another truck and go,
so we were doubling up on our equipment. We had 10 counterbalanced trucks,
10 batteries doing the job that five could
easily do, and maybe four. “
With the demo units on the dock, which
is about zero to +2C, “these guys are trying
to kill these batteries, and honestly, they
couldn’t,” Ditner recounts.

Not needing a changer per battery saves
capital costs, and Ditner also notes that
they were only getting two and a half years
life out of the “very expensive” lead-acid
fast chargers. As well, with the changeover
for the dedicated dock equipment they’ve
retired five trucks. “When you look at the
best part of $40,000 a truck, and then
batteries, then you’re talking $300,000
for five vehicles,” Ditner says.
The li-ion batteries come with a 10-year
guarantee, but Ditner says even if they
only get five years out of them “we’re still
way better off. We tracked some in production. We’ve got the very first demo
batteries still going in our truck down
there, and that’s two years old, and it performs exactly the same as when it was just
commissioned a week ago. Whereas that
with the lead-acid battery, its capacity will
be dropping over a period of time.”
While he acknowledges that the transition is still in progress, saying Conestoga
is ‘maybe half-way”, Ditner is clearly convinced. “So far it’s all positive,” he says.
continued on page 16
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The researcher
New technology: Thin-plate versus li-ion
Thin plate pure lead batteries (TPPL)
are a variant of Absorbed Glass Mat
(AGM) batteries. Unlike AGM batteries,
however, that use thicker cast lead plates,
the TPPL cells use thin, pure lead stampings that are as thin as one millimetre.
The combination of ultra-thin, densely
packed plate grids with low resistance
reduces the time it takes for current to
percolate into and out of inner plate areas
while also reducing the heating effect.
As a result, the batteries will support
higher discharge and recharge rates than
conventional batteries. High recharge
rates can be sustained up to higher states
of charge, reducing the time it takes to
get to a full charge. In spite of the thin
plates, the batteries have a relatively high
cycling capability.
The core benefit of the TPPL technology
is this ability to achieve a relatively high
cycling capability with thin plates. The
thin plates maximize plate surface area,
which enables significantly faster charging
than with traditional deep-cycle lead-acid
(PbA) batteries.
The thin plates also allow the batteries
to maintain relatively high voltages under
high rate discharges. In situations where
charging times are limited, for a given
amount of charging time the ability to
absorb a relatively high charge rate to
relatively high states of charge enables
the batteries to be brought to a higher
state of charge than with traditional leadacid batteries, and this in turn reduces
the amount of sulfation.
The TPPL batteries are also more efficient at converting charging current into
usable battery capacity than traditional
wet-cell PbA batteries (the TPPL batteries
are 85 percent efficient as compared to
as low as 60 percent efficient). In fast
charge and discharge applications this
translates into significantly less internal
heat generation, which is important in
terms of battery life expectancy. When
stored for long periods of time, the pure
lead plate grid structure reduces self-dis-
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charge rates.
Fundamentally, a TPPL battery is a
high-performance AGM battery. Relative
to a traditional wet-cell deep-cycle battery,
it has a significantly higher charge acceptance rate, albeit with a similar charge
curve (i.e. a rapidly diminishing charge
acceptance rate as a full state of charge
is approached). If not fully recharged
with an extended charge cycle on a regular basis it will suffer a progressive loss
of capacity. This capacity is frequently
recoverable on a limited number of occasions, but only with specialized equipment capable of delivering a controlled
overcharge.
The cycle life is similar to that of other
‘high-end’ AGM batteries – i.e. nominally
~400 cycles to an 80 percent depth of discharge, but this presupposes a full
recharge after each cycle. Although the
usable capacity is nominally 80 percent
for the rated cycle life, in the ‘real world’
this is typically considerably reduced, especially in high-rate discharge applications.
The batteries are around 85 percent efficient, with the other 15 percent of input
energy converted to heat, which creates
thermal management issues in high-rate
charging and discharging applications.

charges to as low as 10 to 20 percent of
remaining capacity, so it is realistic to
think in terms of 60 to 80 percent usable
capacity at each cycle pretty much for the
life of the battery.
Given the greater usable capacity, it is
reasonable to think of a lithium-ion battery of a given nominal capacity having
at least twice the usable capacity of a TPPL
battery with a similar nominal capacity.
For the same effective capacity, the lithium-ion battery will weigh between a half
and a quarter as much as the TPPL battery. Depending on the added bulk of the
battery management system (BMS) and
other components, for the same effective
capacity the lithium-ion battery will likely
have around half the volume of the TPPL
battery. The ‘real world’ cycle life of lithium-ion batteries varies depending on
chemistry, duty cycles and many other
factors but is typically at least several times
that of a TPPL battery.
If you calculate the total number of kilowatt-hours (kWh) of energy that can be
charged into, and discharged from, a
given battery before it fails, and divide

The li-ion advantage
In contrast, most lithium-ion chemistries
will accept charge rates up to 1C (‘1C’
being the rated capacity, and sometimes
multiples of 1C) almost to 100 percent
state of charge, enabling batteries to be
fully charged in an hour (although it
should be noted that some battery manufacturers recommend charge rates as
low as 0.3C). The batteries will support
high rate discharges with very little voltage
sag, which means the effective capacity is
very close to the nominal capacity.
These batteries can be operated indefinitely in a partial state of charge, and in
fact the life expectancy is often improved
by operating in a partial state of charge.
The batteries will sustain regular dis-

Stromcore has figured out how to make a
lithium-ion battery that will work for
heavy-duty applications.
applic ations.
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this into the cost of the battery to determine a ‘kWh throughput’ cost, because
of the higher cycle life of lithium-ion batteries and the greater effective capacity,
even at today’s prices, over the life of a
battery lithium-ion is cheaper than TPPL,
and in many cases considerably cheaper.
This is without taking into account the
improved efficiency of the lithium-ion
battery (typically, around 95 percent),
which reduces the cost of the energy
source needed to charge the battery (if
the energy source is an engine-driven
alternator or generator being operated
primarily for battery charging purposes,
over the life of the battery this reduced
cost of battery-charging energy will make
the lithium-ion battery several times
cheaper than the TPPL). These comments
do, however, presuppose that the capabilities of the lithium-ion battery are fully
utilized, which is often not the case. Q
Nigel Calder is an author and was the Technical
Director of the European Union’s Hybrid Marine
(HyMar) research project into the applicability of
automotive hybrid technologies to marine
applications.

The manufacturer
The end of internal combustion forklifts
While warehousing and distribution has almost entirely converted to electric, many
heavy-duty manufacturing operations are sticking with Internal Combustion (IC)
trucks because they believe the technology to go green is not yet available. This
applies to both the forklift truck design and the battery solution powering it.
Fortunately, these concerns can now be addressed if we look at the latest cutting-edge
products entering the market today.
Virtually all IC forklift functions can now be substituted with an electric counterpart, but concerns remain around robustness, lifting capacity and cost. In fact,
the exact same forklift brands that started off building IC trucks are now finally
offering electric versions as well.
It is also generally recognized that the electric forklift will cost around 35 percent
less in maintenance, which debunks fears around robustness or durability. Electric
versions now exist for forklifts lifting all the way up to 85,000 pounds, the key is
to find the right brand for an application.

Most operations buying IC trucks are doing so
because recharging batteries is just too slow.

It is true that selecting the electric version of a forklift will cost more up front,
but LP or diesel energy costs far more than grid electricity. The extra up-front cost
is typically made up within one to three years, especially in heavy-duty uses. The
economics are overwhelming, without even considering the desire to emit less
greenhouse gas into the atmosphere.
Next, even if the electric forklift can perform identically or better than an IC
version, users are worried that the battery will not be able to keep up with the energy
draw between charges. Until recently, this claim would have been entirely valid.
Whereas LP and diesel require a quick refueling stop, lead-acid batteries powering
an electric forklift need to be entirely removed from the vehicle and replaced by a
fresh battery in a room dedicated entirely to this task. The practice of ‘battery swapping’ has plagued the electric forklift industry with inefficiency and safety hazards.
The underlying cause is that lead-acid batteries cannot charge faster than a 40
percent start rate (2.5 hours for a full charge) so heavy users, who cannot afford
to wait around for charging, will opt to swap batteries, or just stick with IC. It is
fair to say that most operations buying IC trucks are doing so for the very rational
and practical reason that recharging batteries is just much too slow.

Turbo charge into the future
Stromcore’s engineers have designed ‘Turbo’ charging Lithium forklift batteries,
promising to phase out IC in sectors with heavy duty needs. These batteries are
capable of over 100 percent start rates (under one-hour full charge). As long as
operators plug in during their breaks, they will get all the energy they need. They
no longer need to waste time driving to the LP tank area, or the diesel pump
station. These batteries have already been proven in the heaviest lifting forklifts,
from lumberyards to steel mills. Q
Maxime Vidricaire is chief business officer at Stromcore Energy Inc., a Toronto-based lithium-ion technology
developer with a battery line designed for heavy-duty forklifts.
continued on page 18
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The naysayers
Environmental, social justice and safety risks
As lithium-ion battery technology gains
acceptance and market penetration, its
drawbacks are also coming to light. These
lie in three main areas: environmental,
safety and supply chain social justice.
Companies that want to implement
responsible, ethical and safe supply
chains need to consider these findings.
Let’s take a look at each in turn.

Fire
Fires in the small li-ion batteries used to
power laptops and electronic devices are
a well-documented risk. They are classed
as hazardous for airline travel and can
pose significant fire safety risks in solid
waste management when they go undetected and are crushed or heated.
However, according to the report
“Lithium-Ion Battery Hazards” commissioned by the Society of Fire Prevention
Engineers (SFPE), there is little public
data about fires in large-scale li-ion battery packs or cells. This is because the
rapid evolution of li-ion batteries means
“there has been an inherent difficulty in
defining an ‘average’ cell, battery pack,
or device”. For such tests to be considered
valid, “it would require testing of multiple
models of cells, packs, or devices from
multiple suppliers, and even so might
quickly become obsolete, as cell chemistries and mechanical designs evolve.”
As well, because li-ion batteries have a
much higher energy density than conventional lead-acid cells, they are outside
of the current body of knowledge about
battery fires. The SPFE notes that they
are unaware of any fire standards that
relate to li-ion cells, and the common
water-based fire suppression systems used
in most warehouses and DCs are not
proven to be effective protection of li-ion
cells or batteries.

Environmental concerns
For a technology that’s supposed to be
‘green’, and is powering electric cars that
are meant to save us from global warming,

insidelogistics.ca

“The chance that
the batteries powering
electric vehicles are
tainted with child labour
and other abuses is
unacceptably high.”
– Amnesty International

quite a few environmental hazards are
being brought to light. These include
the heavy environmental impact of the
battery production cycle, right through
to the way the electricity used to charge
them is generated and on to their own
end-of-life disposal.
Earlier this year Amnesty International
challenged electric vehicle makers to
make the world’s first “completely ethical” battery within five years.

One of the issues they highlight is that
lithium-ion battery manufacturing is concentrated in China, South Korea and
Japan, where electricity is typically generated using coal and other polluting
sources of power. “While electric vehicles
are essential for shifting away from fossil
fuels and reducing greenhouse gas emissions, more needs to be done to reduce
the carbon footprint within the manufacturing phase,” the social justice organization said in a statement.
Amnesty International also highlighted
the demand for minerals used in battery
manufacturing has caused an uptick in
plans for deep-sea mining, which is predicted to have potentially “irreversible
impacts on biodiversity”.
Finally, the organization called for
responsible battery disposal: “There is
already significant evidence showing that
battery waste from electronics, which
contains various hazardous materials, has
been irresponsibly disposed of, contaminating soil, water and air.”

Social justice
In 2016 Amnesty International found
there were significant human rights
abuses in the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC), where more than half of
the world’s cobalt, a key ingedient, is
mined. Children and adults were
hand-digging the mineral, with no protection, exposing them to serious potential health consequences. The cobalt
mined in the DRC was linked to the supply chains of “many of the world’s leading
electronics brands and electric vehicle
companies.”
Cobalt demand is projected to reach
200,000 tons by 2020, yet, according to
Amnesty International, “no country
legally requires companies to publicly
report on their cobalt supply chains…
the chance that the batteries powering
electric vehicles are tainted with child
labour and other abuses is unacceptably
high.”
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AVOIDING

N

ews coverage of the July
incident where warehouse
management
system
(WMS) implementation
glitches triggered booze
shortages in some Ontario liquor stores
(see Inside Logistics http://tinyurl.com/
IL-LCBOsnag) served as a sober reminder
of how dependent logistics operations are
on their information management systems, and just how visible the effects can
be when things go wrong.
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The challenge for retailers like the
Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO),
which declined to comment for this story,
is that when users discover that logistics
information systems aren’t performing
exactly to spec, it may already be too late
to avoid disruptions to the business.

Havoc
It doesn’t take a catastrophic system outage to visibly affect the movement of goods
– slow response or a partial malfunction

can wreak havoc on a busy summer weekend. “It affects the business immediately,”
says John McKenna, president of
Mississauga-based 3PL McKenna Logistics
Centres. “It’s like a car accident – a pile-up
on the highway. Nothing can flow.”
A malfunctioning system often leads to
a vicious circle where harassed employees
resort to workarounds, causing the situation to deteriorate further. “You cover
things up just to get the goods flowing,”
says McKenna, “so it gets really, really
INSIDE Logistics OCTO B E R 2019
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messy. Now you don’t know where you
put the product, or if the order went out.
You’ve got customers calling you saying
‘what’s my status, what’s going on here?’
All that information is in the computer,
but you can’t get that information. It’s
not fun.”
Supply chain partner IT systems can also
be affected, further escalating the situation. “They [the partners] don’t know if
their inventory records are accurate,
because you’re all interlinked,” he says.
Occasionally, of course, there are incidents that make LCBO’s recent woes look
like a walk in the park. This past summer,
British apparel provider Asos experienced
major difficulties with a warehousing technology upgrade, causing inventory shortages, delayed shipments, cancelled orders,
and unanticipated costs due to workarounds and severe discounting to maintain customer loyalty.
“We did have ambitious plans for landing this change, and it’s been a lot bumpier and taken a lot longer than we initially
planned,” said Asos CEO Nick Beighton
on the company’s July 18 quarterly earn-

“In most
organizations,
there is some kind
of wall between
one group and
another as far as
developing and
implementing IT.”
– Don Sheppard,
Toronto-based IT consultant

work well with 10,000 orders, but fail
at 30,000.
3 Inadequate user interfaces that cause
difficulties or extra work for front-line
staff.
4 Data quality problems, such as errors,
gaps, or formatting incompatibilities.
“Logistics is critical to what any business
does,” says Mohammed, “so when a logistics team embarks on a project, they have
to show that they have a very methodical
approach to ensuring the project becomes
successful.”

sits in a file on the database,” says Warren
Shiau, research vice-president at Torontobased research firm IDC Canada. “IT’s
responsibility is to make the infrastructure
and the database run so that there’s no
downtime on it, and it’s the responsibility
of the business to take care of the data
and make sure it’s accurate.”
McKenna concurs that management
should have a dominant role. “The most
valuable part of an IT implementation is
the planning part – scoping out the work,
understanding what data you need, how
it’s going to be used, etc.,” he says. “IT
people should be in that discussion, but
their role is mainly coding to the business
needs. So I think you’ll find that a lot of
issues go back to management.”
According to Harrison, management
should not only be involved, but give
these projects top priority. “Technology
in general has now gotten to the point
where its so critical to so many companies
– and can be so positive or so disruptive
in a company – that boards of directors
are getting actively involved in large scale
technology implementations,” he says.

WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION MISHAPS
ings update conference call. The total
hit to the bottom line, the company
reports, will exceed US$25 million, and
the damage to the brand will take many
months to repair.

Assessing the vulnerabilities
The interconnected systems that define
the supply chain have many possible failure points, making any software implementation a demanding task. Arif
Mohammed, vice-president of professional services delivery at Ottawa-based
logistics software vendor Kinaxis, cites
four categories which he finds are behind
the vast majority of project failures.
1 Misalignment between what users
expect and what the system can deliver.
2 Performance issues – a system might
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It’s not about IT

Finding the right vendor

While any kind of malfunction connected
with a system might look superficially like
an IT problem, blaming IT for a failed
system rollout or upgrade is unlikely to
be productive, nor will it prevent problems in the future. What’s needed, invariably, is cross-functional teamwork led by
senior management.
“Failures come back to a series of basic
steps that are all about execution,” says
Doug Harrison a Toronto-based corporate board member and advisor and former CEO of Versacold Logistics Services.
“Execution is always the most difficult
part.”
“IT provides the infrastructure that the
database is running on, but it is the business side that is inputting that data that

The strategic nature of logistics applications in particular means vendor selection
is of utmost importance. Companies
should be aware that they’re not just
acquiring IT functionality – they’re adopting a business process.
The mistake many companies make at
this point is assuming that they can always
customize where necessary. Customization,
however, poses a number of difficulties.
Custom code has to be maintained, and
then updated whenever changes occur
in the IT infrastructure. A customization
in a warehouse management system, for
example, could require rework to accommodate an upgrade to a point of sale system. The result could be a growing
continued on page 23
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“It’s like a car accident, a pile-up on the highway. Nothing can flow.”
– John McKenna, President, Mckenna Logistics Centres

patchwork of customizations that gets
more and more costly to maintain.
“Software companies have expertise in
business process,” says Harrison, “and
they might have thousands of companies
using their processes. So pick the right
vendor and the right partners to begin
with. We might think we’re better, but we
don’t know as much as a thousand firms.”
Of course, the conversation needs to be
a two-way street. “The vendor is selling
the way the software handles the process,”
says Shiau, “so the vendor needs to understand what the client is doing.” Shiau
notes a recent trend among Canadian
vendor offices to be hiring people with
industry process expertise.
The level of dialogue needed here can
be easily discouraged in a competitive
bidding process that’s not managed properly. For example, it’s common for vendors to minimize customization
requirements, or to claim that a feature
is “in the next release”.
As well, if the RFP has left out a key
requirement, there may actually be a disincentive for the vendor to mention it.
“Let’s get the business first, and we’ll
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worry about that later,” is a typical attitude
among some vendors.
For these reasons, it’s essential to see
the software that’s under consideration
in a live environment – checking references isn’t sufficient. “You can’t see a system running as a whole in a meeting
room,” says McKenna. “You actually have
to go see it running. And that’s the
responsibility of the executive sponsor.”

Avoiding ‘hope creep’
Optimism is a positive attribute in business, but excessive optimism can set the
stage for project failures later on. The
now legendary demise of Target Canada
in 2014 is a case in point – expectations
were that the phenomenally successful
retailer could quickly implement a
Canadian clone of its business model.
Empty shelves, caused in part by faulty
information systems implemented under
externally dictated time constraints, were
cited as the key culprit.
With technology moving as rapidly as it
is, it’s tempting to get overambitious.
“There’s a tendency to hurry up,” says
McKenna. “You think, ‘this is going to solve

so many of my problems, let’s hurry up and
get it in.’ So you get impatient. The term
I’ve heard is ‘hope creep’. You start to project these great things without verifying.”
As Mohammed points out, it’s common
for companies to press hard for a fixed
completion date, or to insist on relatively
trivial features that aren’t essential to the
business. “I would urge customers to think
more pragmatically,” he says.
Security awareness is also essential to
keeping expectations in line. “Security is
a bigger issue than it ever was before,”
says Toronto-based IT consultant Don
Sheppard, “and everybody has to be more
sensitive. What you need is security by
design and privacy by design, where you
design features into the system, as opposed
to adding them after the fact.”
Upgrades to existing systems are a special case in that implementation glitches
can take people by surprise. “An upgrade
could be just underpinnings, or the look
and feel to the user,” says Sheppard. “In
both cases, you’re assuming people know
and understand things. Often the upgrade
is driven by the vendor, and the decision
continued on page 25
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is now or wait. So not as much attention
gets put on these projects.”
McKenna warns against complacency
here. “An upgrade should be treated like
a full implementation, with proper testing,” he says.

Dealing with sins of the past
Project teams often have to deal with hidden problems before moving forward.
One of the most common, as Mohammed
noted above, is that the quality of the data
may not be adequate for the new project.
Problems could be related to data formats,
database compatibility issues, varying information standards, or incomplete files.
In a supply chain scenario, the scope
could include the company’s data, and
in addition, data from suppliers and
customers.
“It’s always advisable to have a data
assessment,” says Mohammed, “sometimes
in the earlier phase of the project, to
ensure that we do not get surprised by
this aspect of the project.”
“If you have bad data, the supply chain
groups are the ones that are going to feel
it the most,” says Harrison. “They won’t
have inventory, or inventory will be in the
wrong place at the wrong volumes, etc.
Then business points to the supply chain
and says, ‘Why are you guys so bad?’”
Discovery of data problems can sometimes
lead to finger pointing. “One of the biggest
problems with data and quality of data is
that people expect the IT department to
handle that,” says Shiau. “But in 95 percent
of Canadian businesses with traditional IT
organizations, it’s not actually IT’s responsibility to look after data quality. Their metrics are not based on that.”
According to Harrison, today’s supply
chain professionals understand this.
“Supply chain and logistics today is as
much about the data as it is about the
physical goods,” he says. “I think supply
chain professionals really get the importance of the technology.”
The other potential trouble area is that
past customizations might be complex
and difficult to replicate in a new system
project. When custom code isn’t documented properly, it can take considerable
time and resources to sort out the details.
“When your documentation isn’t complete, it’s almost like re-inventing the cus-
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“If you have bad data, the supply chain groups are the
ones that are going to feel it the most. They won’t have
inventory, or inventory will be in the wrong place at the
wrong volumes, etc. Then business points to the supply
chain and says, ‘Why are you guys so bad?’”
– Douglas Harrison, a Toronto-based corporate board member and advisor

tomization, because you have to discover
what’s been done,” says Shiau.
Of course, then there’s the classic case
where “the only person who knew how
the system worked retired last year.”

Breaking down silos
Because logistics operations touch on so
many functional areas in the organization
and in addition, suppliers and customers,
software projects invariably involve bringing diverse groups of people together.
Organizations are getting better at this.
Rigid project plans with firmly established
roles and fixed completion dates have
evolved to a more collaborative approach.
The DevOps movement, which breaks
down barriers between system developers
and the people who operate the systems,
is a trend towards a less siloed approach.
However, it does not provide all of the
answers.
“DevOps may make a better connection
between development people and operations people,” Sheppard says, “but I’m
not sure they make a better connection

to the actual end user. In most organizations, there is some kind of wall between
one group and some other group as far
as developing and implementing IT.”
One problem, according to Mohammed,
is that user input is often filtered through
a layer of management. “I always get my
team members to get input from the
actual end users of the system as early in
the project as possible so they can have
a voice in how we design the business
processes – the look and feel of the system – so that we are safe from a surprise
at ‘go live’. I cannot tell you how many
times I’ve heard users say, ‘this is too
complex’.”
Projects can also tire people out. “The
longer it takes, the more at risk the project gets,” says Harrison. “Employees get
tired by the implementation because it’s
absolutely painful for everyone. So you’re
at risk of losing talent and having churn.”
What’s the maximum? “I used to have
a CIO that said anything over a year is
high risk,” Harrison notes. “Longer, you
do in phases.”
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FIVE THINGS TO KNOW
ABOUT DIGITAL TWINS
N

ew technologies have enabled us
to replicate the exact characteristics of a physical process, object
or facility and test how it will behave under
changing conditions or with different
parameters. These copies are known as
digital twins, and they open the door to
cost savings and process improvements
without having to put the real item or
process at risk, or spend money developing something that turns out to not work.
The introduction of digital twins takes
us a step beyond the old-school physical
or even computer-aided modeling of the
past. Sensors relay information back to
sophisticated computing algorithms and
machine learning that monitor and replicate the original item in real time, creating the ability to manipulate conditions
to ﬁne-tune processes and operating
behaviours. They’ve been used in the aerospace and defense realm for years, but the
costs and complexity have prevented their
adoption in other industries – until now.
Here are ﬁve things you need to know
about digital twins and their potential
application in distribution logistics.

1. Get Ready – the twins are coming
In a report published in 2017 consulting
ﬁrm Gartner predicted that by 2021, “half
of large industrial companies will use digital twins, resulting in those organizations
gaining a 10 percent improvement in
effectiveness.”
The proliferation of sensors connecting
items to the Internet (Internet of Things
or IoT) – Gartner’s estimate is that by next
year there will be 21 billion of them –
means that the data is there, ripe for the
picking.
“The market for digital twins is expected
to grow more than 38 percent each year,
passing the $26 billion mark by 2025,”
explained Matthias Heutger, senior
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vice-president, global head of innovation
and commercial development at DHL.
“Digital twins offer unparalleled capabilities to track, monitor, and diagnose
assets. They will change traditional supply
chains, with a range of options to facilitate
data-driven decision-making and collaboration, streamlined business processes,
and new business models.

2. Warehouse design
Digital twins have come to warehouse
design. Dematic, for example, introduced
iQ Virtual earlier this year, and the product
has already won two awards. It allows users
to explore a proposed system conﬁguration
in a virtual environment to see how the
system will perform in actual operation.
It is “a digital twin of the production
environment where extensive testing of
the system occurs,” Dematic said.
The model uses graphic-rendering technology to show labour productivity, inventory flow and the efﬁciency of material
handling automation. It also offers a virtual walkthrough of the warehouse using
virtual reality.
“iQ Virtual can corroborate that the
intralogistics system, execution software
and material handling automation will
meet the performance expectations of the
user,” said Scott Wahl, vice-president of
Dematic’s Software Center of Excellence.

3. Reduce Risk
Being able to test a system or machine in
VR before committing to actual production is an obvious beneﬁt. According to
recently released research by DHL, “tests
with digital twins can detect clashes
between components, assess ergonomics,
and simulate product behavior in a wide
variety of environments.”
Removing the risk of having to build a
system or component before testing

means lower development costs, faster
time to market, and better reliability in
the ﬁnal, physical entity.

4. Fine-tune operations
If a virtual distribution centre isn’t complex enough, how about a whole city? The
city-state of Singapore has its own digital
twin that’s being used to help planners
decide when and where infrastructure
should be changed, as well as how to manage possible civil emergencies like ﬁres
or floods. Singapore’s model is connected
to trafﬁc systems, climate data and transport vehicles.
“Cities are some of the most complex
‘products’ created by humanity,” said
Bernard Charles, CEO of Dassault
Systèmes, which developed Singapore’s
digital twin. “Through more efﬁcient and
accurate predictions of future experiences
within these cities using state-of-the-art
tools and applications, we can better anticipate national resource planning or provision of services, and contribute towards
a more sustainable quality of life.”

5. Predictive maintenance
GE has been using digital twin technology
for years, and reports numerous beneﬁts.
Reliability improvements, reduction in
maintenance and the ability to predict
system and equipment failures are among
the principal beneﬁts GE says its customers achieve using the technology.
“We’ve seen customers increase reliability from 93 percent to 99.49 percent in
less than two years, reduce reactive maintenance by 40 percent in less than one
year – contributing to signiﬁcant maintenance cost savings – and save US$360,000
by predicting a power outage in a gas
plant,” wrote GE’s Dimitri Volkmann, GE
Digital’s thought leader for Industrial
Internet of Things, in a blog post.
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CO S T SAV I N G S

| By John Watkins

BRIGHT IDEAS
Adjusting your lighting can net big energy savings

I

s your company’s building doing everything in its power to ensure energy efficiency? Commercial properties with
large-scale lighting, HVAC, and computer and electrical systems consume
a lot of energy, and have the power bills
to prove it.
Here are several effective strategies you
can pursue to reduce the amount of
energy your building uses on a daily basis,
so that you can see big reductions over
time.

1. Conduct an energy audit
To start saving energy, you first need to
identify how much you’re using. An
energy auditor can help. These pros identify exactly where your facility’s power is
going, pinpoint which systems are burning the most and help develop a strategy
for cutting down power usage.
The cost of an auditor’s services varies
with the size and scope of a facility, but
generally an energy audit will cost between
$1,000 and $15,000. Prepare all required
documents in advance of your appointment to cut down on unnecessary hours.

2. Improve energy practices
On average, 20 to 30 percent of the energy
used by commercial properties is wasted.
Extend that for five years, and you’ve
wasted enough to power your building’s
functions for more than one year.
Obviously, this is a very bad habit.
How do you stop energy drain? Identify
the practices that incur the most waste.
Typically, the most common culprits are
HVAC, lighting and bad habits.
HVAC systems are notoriously inefficient, especially if they’re older. Proper
maintenance is key; make sure to replace
old filters, repair faulty parts and minimize any unnecessary heating or cooling.
Lighting habits can also result in energy
drain. If it’s not necessary to the security
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of your business, turn lights off at night,
in unoccupied areas and at times of the
day when natural light is sufficient.
Finally, as much as you can, try not to
power up your systems during “peak
demand” times. Your energy auditor can
offer advice on how to spread out system
activation to reduce power costs.

3. Invest in automation
While automated lighting and HVAC timers have been around for a long time,
recent integrations of the Internet into
“smart” building technologies have taken
automation to greater effectiveness.
Because they run on software, new features can be installed as easily as new apps,
eliminating – or at least significantly
reducing – the need for a full system overhaul every few years. New programmable
features include:
Zone scheduling: turns systems off
and on based on location usage;
Automated seasonal temperatures:
adjusts baseline temperatures to shift
with the external climate;
Daylight harvesting: automatically
adjusts the brightness of lighting systems according to the availability of
natural light;
Card entry activation: uses key cards,
not times of day, to launch systems;
Central monitoring: allows operator
to monitor all controls from a single
device.

4. Implement energy-efficient LED lighting
Once you’ve improved your lighting habits, it might be wise to convert fluorescent,
halogen or incandescent lighting systems
to LED. LED uses a third of the energy
of fluorescent lights, and less than a tenth
of the power of halogen or incandescent
bulbs. They also last longer than any other
light on the market – up to 50,000 hours
if properly installed.

LEDs are easily programmable with the
new “smart” automation technologies.
Older fixtures can often be retrofitted to
operate as smart LED systems.

Real change
One North American plastics molding
company was able to significantly reduce
energy costs across its facilities by updating the lighting to an LED system with
automated controls.
Before the improvements, all of the
lighting across its two-building manufacturing, warehousing, and distribution
centres was controlled by one main switchboard. The inconvenience of this setup
often resulted in poor lighting practices
and unnecessary energy burn.
Furthermore, the lighting was poor, creating shadows that caused safety hazards
for workers.
To address these issues, the company
retrofitted its facility with a more efficient
LED system. They then linked this system
up to a cloud-based, remote-access, wireless management system for indoor lighting, which allowed operators to identify
usage patterns and adjust them from any
area within the compound.
The result? Over US$14,000 saved in
only three months of electricity bills. That
translates to an ROI of just over one year.
No matter what the size or scale your
property is, you can save a lot by implementing efficient practices. Even a minor
adjustment can result in big savings down
the line, especially for large commercial
facilities. Take stock and see what your
company can do to improve its efficiency.
Your power bill and the
environment will be all
the better for it.
John Watkins oversees product
development, sales and
marketing for FSC Llighting.
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L T R A D E

| By Christian Sivière

THE
INCOTERMS

2020
UPDATE

T

he International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) has released the
long-awaited 2020 update of their
international trade terms for the
sale of goods, the Incoterms. The
new version takes effect January 1, 2020,
and the release was timed to coincide with
the ICC’s 100th anniversary.
The Incoterms rules define the division
of responsibilities between a seller and a
buyer for the tasks, costs and risks
involved in delivering merchandise.
Although they are not laws, they have
gained wide acceptance over the years.
Used by traders all over the world, they
constitute a sort of universal language
for businesses, providing clarity and certainty everywhere. First introduced in
1936, they have been revised on a regular
basis to reflect changes in international
trade; since 1980 they’ve been updated
every 10 years.
In the 2010 update the terms were made
applicable to domestic sales. The other
big change was that four terms were eliminated, DES, DEQ, DAF and DDU, and
two new terms were created: DAT and
DAP. DAT, for Delivered At Terminal,
was indeed a completely new Incoterm
and it more or less replaced DES, DEQ
and DAF. But DAP, for Delivered At Place,
was just name change for the old DDU,
Delivered Duties Unpaid, with otherwise
unchanged conditions. FOB, Free On
Board was adjusted so that risks now shift
after cargo is effectively loaded on board
the vessel at the port of loading.
For 2020 11 Incoterms remain, four for
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maritime and inland waterways, and seven
multimodal ones. The maritime terms
haven’t changed much since 1936, except
the infamous “passing over the ship’s
rail” and should be used only for breakbulk and bulk shipments. For containerized goods shipped by ocean freight, we
should use the multimodal terms, not
the maritime ones.
What else is not changing? The “C”
Incoterms, CFR, CIP, CPT and CIP remain
counter-intuitive and potentially dangerous for untrained traders, as the division
of risks doesn’t match the division of costs.
FCA still has two different meanings: the
seller’s premises or somewhere else,
potentially thousands of kilometres away,
though still in the exporting country. And,
only two Incoterms, CIF and CIP, carry
specific cargo insurance obligations,
which is potentially tricky, as traders
should always ask themselves: “Should I
take cargo insurance to cover my risks?”,
irrespective of what the Incoterm says.
The 2020 rules use easier language and
are cheaper to purchase, by almost 50
percent. They use enhanced graphics and
provide more detailed explanations, making them more user-friendly.
The only notable substantive change is
that DAT, Delivered At Terminal, will be
replaced by DPU for Delivery At Place
Unloaded. DPU is now the exception,
being the only Incoterm where the seller
has the responsibilities and costs of
unloading at final destination. But import
Customs clearance and related costs
remain for the account of the buyer. So

DPU is basically a DAP, with unloading.
Other changes are more limited. The
FCA term now permits the issuance of
“on board” Ocean Bills of Lading (OBL),
although the seller’s responsibilities end
with delivery to the ocean carrier. The
issuance of “on board” OBLs was done in
practice anyway, as carriers are not usually
very interested in Incoterms, but rather
who pays the freight, i.e. freight prepaid
or freight collect, and generally release
the OBLs to the party who booked and
arranged the shipment.
Security-related obligations are more
clearly spelled out for 2020 and minimal
insurance obligations under CIF and CIP
are being upgraded from Institute Cargo
Clauses C to ICC A, i.e. from total loss to
all risks.
When it comes to terms of trade,
Canadian businesses have a dilemma:
our first trading partner, the United
States, tends to use its own terms derived
from the Uniform Commercial Code
and almost everything there is “FOB
Destination”. So we have to ride with
them.
But the rest of the world uses the international Incoterms and although the 2020
changes are not huge, Canadian traders
must stay informed of international practices in order to grow and diversify their
exports and sources of supply. This is particularly true with the CETA and TPP Free
Trade Agreements with European and
Pacific countries: businesses there don’t
know “FOB Destination”, so we need to
be fully familiar with the Incoterms.
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SU PPLY C H A I N S M A R T S

PREVENT A PEST INVASION
Don’t be a cold-weather refuge
AS WINTER APPROACHES, pests seek out

warm places where they can take shelter.
Unfortunately, warehouses and manufacturing facilities provide the protection and
warmth pests need to thrive during harsher
weather.
As you prepare your building for the
cooler months, make pest management
a top priority. An Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) program is essential
for keeping pests out this winter.
While performing maintenance to prepare for freezing temperatures, it’s
important to remember that pests only
need a little space to enter your building.
A small crack or crevice around a door,
window, vent, utility line or exterior wall
can be all a pest needs to sneak inside; a
rat or mouse only needs a dime-sized
space to make its way into a building.
To prevent persistent pests from invading a space, routinely check the building’s
structure for potential entryways; seal and
caulk holes and cracks with pest-proof
materials; repair or replace worn out or
torn screens, door seals and sweeps; and
be alert to any areas that may need
maintenance.
Consistently checking for structural
changes helps avoid pest issues and keeps
your facility well-maintained. Preventing
a pest introduction from becoming a
full-blown problem will save you in the
long run.

Signs of a pest problem
Not only can pests infest your structure,
but they can also contaminate products
and take a bite out of your business’s bottom line. Proper product storage is necessary to keep pests from making their
way into your next shipment.
Besides potential infested goods, microsites in transportation vehicles can harbour pests and deliver them right into
your warehouse. When new shipments
arrive at your facility, be sure to inspect
for signs of pest activity. Gnaw marks,
droppings, urine stains, discarded insect
insidelogistics.ca

activity, there are several areas that often
go overlooked. Keep an eye on these top
hot spots:
Underneath, behind and in dead-end
spaces by equipment. Over time, debris
can collect beneath gear and tools, providing the perfect spot for pests to go
undetected. Machinery, appliances and
other equipment can also give off heat
and produce moisture that attracts pests
like ants, cockroaches and rodents.
ALICE SINIA, PH.D.
is Quality Assurance Manager
– Regulatory/Lab Services
with Orkin Canada

wings, feeding webs and dead or live pests
can all be signs of a pest presence. This
may seem like it will take extra time, but
it can save products and avoid future
issues.
Once shipments have been inspected,
make sure upkeep of your packages is
based on good storage practices to ensure
your supply chain moves smoothly. Boxes
and packages should not be stored
directly on the ground. Instead, invest in
shelves, storage racks or pallets that lift
each unit off of the floor and maintain
an 18- to 24-inch perimeter for housekeeping and pest monitoring.
For additional protection, prevent
goods and products from remaining in
your warehouse for a prolonged period
of time. Moving each delivery in and out
of your facility quickly allows for a shorter
window for potential pest introductions.

Common hot spots
In addition to offering a protected hiding
spot for pests, your facility produces heat
that can also attract them. The heat and
protection are a perfect combination for
unwanted creatures to feel right at home
in your facility.
Finding where these insects and animals hide is key. When inspecting for

Storage areas and shelves. Areas that
receive less trafﬁc can easily get left
behind in routine inspections. Because
shelving and storage areas often provide dead space, pests can ﬁnd a natural
hiding space.
Employee break rooms and storage areas.
Pests aren’t picky about where they get
their next meal. An employee’s discarded ham sandwich or spilled soft
drink can be the perfect food source
for many a hungry critter. Bed bugs
often can carry in on material brought
in by employees and cockroaches can
ﬁnd these particular areas enticing.
Encourage your team to clean up
crumbs and spills immediately.
Rooftop vents. A direct entryway from
the outside, ventilation systems, especially those with direct connections to
roofs, are a prime location for rodents,
pests and even birds to enter facilities.
Check for nests and other rodent indicators at vent entrances.
When shielding property from the cold,
include pest management in a winter
preparedness plan. Protecting your facility
from the cold and from pests is key to
maintaining a good facility and a smoothly
running business. By working closely with
a pest management specialist, you can
learn how to block out pests this winter
season.
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NOW IN STOCK

The latest solutions on the
market for warehousing,
inventory control and distribution

Transfer carts
Verti-Lift now has portable shuttle/transfer carts that can lift and
convey. With two choices of caster, the cart can move product
between work cells or processes.
The integrated scissor lift allows for height changes, while the
conveyor provides smooth transfers. The unit can handle sheets
(steel plate, wood, or corrugated), oversize products (electrical
enclosures or lockers), or unit loads (pallets, totes, or containers).
The company works closely with distributors and system integrators
to design, build, and integrate their material handling equipment
into new or existing facilities and production lines.
All Verti-Lift products have easily accessible internal power units and
heavy-duty cylinders, hand or foot controls, tubular frames, hydraulic
cylinders, and lifetime lubricated bearings.

LED warning lights

Heavy duty safety barrier

Optronics International has introduced a new family of LED warning
and beacon lamps. The lamps use a solid-state, surface-mount
device design that protects their electronics against moisture, shock
and vibration. The warning and beacon lamps come with Optronics’s
one-diode lifetime warranty protection, which will replace any lamp
if even one diode fails.
The lamps meet Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) standards.
As Class 1 optical warning devices, these lamps are for use on
a wide variety of authorized vehicles, to alert pedestrians and
motorists of potential hazards relating to the presence of utility
trucks, wreckers and many other types of work trucks.
The entire family of LED warning and beacon lamps supports both
12- and 24-volt vehicle electrical systems. The lamps operate at
between -22 Fahrenheit (-30 Celsius) and -122 Fahrenheit (-50
Celsius). The LED warning lamps have an IP67 rating, and the LED
beacon lamps have an IP65 rating for dust and water resistance.
Warning lamps come in three sizes and are available in single-, dualand tri-colour models, offering 70 to 140 possible flash patterns.
Easy-to-follow instructions are designed to eliminate guesswork and
enable easy pattern selection and synchronization of up to eight LED
lamps.
The beacon lamps are available in 5.5- and 7-inch heights and
feature 30 selectable flash pattern modes. They come complete with
nine-foot cords, 12-volt power plug and switches.
Optronics products are available in the U.S. and Canada through the
company’s distribution network of more than 20,000 locations.

The Rite-Hite Dok-Guardian XL Safety Barrier can help facilities with
loading docks comply with Walking-Working Surfaces regulations.
At 58 inches tall (nearly five feet), the Dok-Guardian XL net provides
a physical barrier at loading dock opening and can stop up to 30,000
pounds of force.
Dock openings are one of the biggest safety hazards at any facility.
Material handlers and forklift operators are at risk of falling off the
dock at facilities that don’t use proper barriers or gates. This fourfoot fall can result in serious injury or even death.
Made from bright red PVC-coated fiberglass mesh curtain and four
yellow heavy-duty polyester restraint straps, the Dok-Guardian XL
provides a strong visual and physical barrier to mitigate potential
falls from dock openings. The curtain is able to stretch across
openings up to 12-feet, 5-inches wide. The barrier is anchored on
both sides of a dock opening with Rite-Hite steel warden guards (62
inches tall), which house the mesh curtain during loading/unloading
and provide door track protection.
A light-duty model is also available, capable of stopping up to 5,500
pounds of force, which is recommended for facilities using pallet
jacks or smaller material handling equipment.
The Dok-Guardian XL can be interlocked with a Rite-Hite DokLok vehicle restraint to create a requisite sequence of operation,
ensuring full-time loading dock safety. The red light on the Dok-Lok
control box indicates when the Dok-Guardian XL’s curtain is safely
locked across the opening. When the lock button is pressed, the
light turns green and the Dok-Guardian XL curtain releases to allow
for easy loading and unloading of a trailer.
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Parts shipping racks
Steel King Industries has a new
line of customizable shipping
racks, designed to reduce damage
and loss when shipping fragile
vehicle parts for final assembly.
The racks help users “cube out” a
trailer, maximizing the number of
parts that can be handled in each
truckload to help reduce freight
costs.
The racks also cut costs associated
with disposable pallets. Shipping racks and containers can often be designed with
collapsible sides to allow empty racks to reduce space and freight costs on the return trip.
From steering wheels, mirrors, and fenders to engines and transmissions, Steel King
builds racks that maximize trailer space by using a variety of stacking or space-saving
designs. In addition to the steel-framed racks, Steel King designs all dunnage needed to
cradle, cushion, or support the parts and integrates it into the rack.
Steel King offers in-house engineering, design, prototyping, laser/plasma cutting, CNC
machining, welding, powder coating and assembly. Starting with the part or prototype,
design experts use a unique process to develop a completely customized applicationspecific solution to ensure products are handled delicately and not scratched, dented, or
broken.
Transport/custom product rack options are available for bumper fascia and front ends,
doors, driveshafts and axles, engines, fairing, fenders, front assembly, headliners, and
hood racks. Also available are racks for industrial carts, kits, metal stampings, muffler
exhausts, tires, and many others.

Mobile scanning app
3PL Central has released SmartScan, a mobile
scanning application that integrates with its 3PL
Warehouse Manager. SmartScan offers handsfree and paperless operation.
With the demand for up-to-the-minute status
updates, 3PLs require a comprehensive mobile
solution such as 3PL Central’s SmartScan, that
offers improved labour accountability and
efficiency; better order accuracy; and, real-time
visibility.
While SmartScan supports traditional 3PL
processes (pallet in/pallet out, carton in/carton
out, receiving, etc.), warehouses providing
e-commerce and omnichannel fulfillment
services will be the biggest beneficiaries of this
new solution.
SmartScan is built on architecture that allows
it to run on enterprise-class hardware, such
as the Zebra MC9300 or MC3300, as well as
consumer devices such as Android phones and
tablets. A warehouse can choose the hardware
that is right for their environment, customer
needs, and budget – and can even run different
hardware in different parts of the warehouse,
based upon the task.

Follow Us On
insidelogistics.ca
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Flow-rack replenishment robot

Plug and play conveyor
Avancon has unveiled a modular conveyor design in which all drive
elements in the frame profile are completely protected and invisibly
housed separately from the roller. The new ZPC (Zone Powered
Conveyor) system is pre-programmed and snaps together on site.
The concept is based on a zone-control system that saves about
30 percent in energy usage during normal operation, and up to 84
percent in off-peak times.
The closed frame system is made of anodized aluminum profiles.
They are extruded with ribs inside so that nothing protrudes: no
screws, no rods, no cable connectors, no power-supply boxes. All
the elements are simply snapped in, including the ball bearing
housings, the controls, the photo sensors, the cables and a flat
motor. The two profile shells are held together at the end just by a
T-head bolt, which simultaneously serves to secure the foot-stands.
Various roller combinations are possible, and the pitch of the rollers
can be as little as 38mm, to eliminate the chance of fingers getting
pinched.

Conveyco’s new flow rack
Autonomous Mobile Robot (AMR)
replenisher, the Stacker-Bot,
can store and retrieve up to five
cases or totes on a single trip. It
can retrieve inventory from the
floor, shelf or a conveyor level. It
automatically picks a case or tote,
scans the barcode and stores it in
the Stacker-Bot on any of the five
onboard shelves. It then uses its
RCS (robot control system) and
communicates to the WMS/WCS
host software system.
Once up to five totes or cartons
have been retrieved, it is directed
via the WMS/WES software host
to the rack, shelf level and shelf
location for each of the five SKUs.
The robot travels the shortest path
to its put-away location.
The Stacker-Bot uses its 2D camera technology to find its first
location. It verifies its position by scanning the barcode on the rack
and shelf level. Then, it automatically places the tote or case in the
proper SKU location in the back of the flow rack.
The Stacker-Bot repeats this process until its load is depleted. It then
goes back to pick up more SKUs and does it again. Multiple StackerBots can be used to meet throughput and capacity requirements.
The Stacker-Bot can pick and stack up to five levels high or 102” tall.
Its total capacity is up to 500 lb per unit or 110 lb per shelf level. The
system travels up to 1.64 feet per second. The totes or cartons can
range from 15.75 inches to 23.6 in by 15.75 by 3.9 in to 12.2 in.
The bot is equipped with a laser obstacle avoidance system.
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CONSIDERING FLEET OWNERSHIP
It’s not just about the trucks
IF YOU ARE A MANUFACTURER with

steady and high-volume shipments and
are analyzing your carrier service levels
and costs, you might be surprised at
the potentially lower performance results
for-hire carriers generate.
We know the recent disruption in trucking services – described as a ‘capacity
crunch’ – has caused rate volatility, while
an increase in freight volume is bringing
a decline in service levels. At the same
time, the industry faces a greater challenge, with the implementation of mandatory electronic log devices in the US
limiting the hours a driver can legally
run.
How do you avoid all these trucking
services pitfalls? Some would have you
believe there’s only one way: adjust to the
reality of having to pay more for freight
movement, accept slower delivery times,
and hope the carrier isn’t farming out
your shipment to a less-than-desirable
trucking partner.
That’s a worst-case scenario, of course,
but even if you have a strong partnership
with an efficient, reliable trucking company, there’s a reason to explore your
options. Do you have a good handle on
the movement of your goods, the management of costs, and the service levels
being provided to your customers?
I’m here to tell you that to gain that
“good handle”, on things you might need
to explore the concept of fleet ownership.
“Wait, what?” you say. “Own my own
trucks? Are you crazy?”
Well, no one would dispute that with
truck fleet ownership comes great responsibility. There are compliance requirements, and truck ownership may bring
you fiscal and legal exposure. Units need
to be sourced and decisions must be made
about engine types, capacity needs and
the technology tools you’ll use to monitor
both mechanical fitness and operator
behavior.
But you don’t need to panic. The power
unit buy is a standard practice for most
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‘‘Every time you put
someone behind the
wheel in a truck that bears
your company name you
are putting your
reputation at stake.”

for-hire and private truck fleet owners.
Once the costs are established, it’s quite
a straightforward investment, with the
specifics about truck types and performance data tried and tested.
Just don’t forget that part of the market
value proposition is the drivers.
Buying and maintaining trucks is the
easier aspect of fleet ownership. To hire,
screen, train and monitor drivers, you
need to invest a significant amount of
time into the assessing applicants – on an
ongoing basis.
That’s because every time you put someone behind the wheel in a truck that bears
your company name, you’re putting your
company name and reputation at stake.

So, the most important goal is getting
good drivers. Trucks don’t drive themselves – yet! Did you know that most incidents involving trucks are not mechanical,
but are caused by driver behavior, including speeding, distracted driving, fatigue
and impairment?
To reduce risk, look for safety-conscious,
experienced and professional drivers. Or,
get someone else to hire them.
A good hiring agency will screen drivers
through extensive license validation, driving history reports, employment reference
and verification, skills and experience
screening, communication and work performance evaluation, road testing and
detailed background checks.
It can also navigate staffing-related government laws and regulations for you.
For example, new regulations that went
into effect on Sept 1st in Canada, will
potentially affect 904,000 workers in federally regulated sectors, including trucking, bringing changes that mandate
personal leaves and longer bereavement
periods and vacations.
As Inside Logistics reported (http://
tinyurl.com/IL-Labour), employers have
asked Ottawa to make exemptions or
delays to these major potential changes
to the Canada Labour Code. Hundreds
of thousands of employees and bosses are
unsure whether they are fully covered –
and might still be wondering beyond the
federal election on Oct 21st.
An established leader in the driver placement service industry will keep a close
eye on such pressing regulatory and HR
issues, in addition to providing appropriate testing and training. Such a firm also
has expertise on fleet compliance processes and driver retention.
In the end, outsourcing fleet driver
services can let you focus on your
business goals of freight movement,
expanding markets, and core product
and service innovation. While it may not
be for all firms, every firm should at least
consider it.
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LEADING EDGE

A GOOD BOSS
The secrets of great people management
2. Consistency. The employees shared
examples of knowing exactly how the
bosses would respond to a variety of
situations. They knew what was
expected of them and they knew the
rules would be applied evenly and
without favoritism.

“A GOOD BOSS is hard to ﬁnd, difﬁcult

to part with, and hard to forget.”
I had just ﬁnished eating breakfast at
a small diner and was paying my bill. I
noticed a large plaque hanging on the
wall with these words engraved in the
middle.
Surrounding this interesting statement
were the signatures of nearly 40 current
and former employees of the establishment. All handwritten, the comments
were full of thankfulness and praise for
the husband and wife team who own the
restaurant. The plaque was given to the
owners upon their 10th anniversary as a
way to say “thanks.” Summing up the sentiment was the comment: “Best bosses
anyone could ever hope for.”
That’s some pretty signiﬁcant praise
for the bosses! And you can be sure this
doesn’t happen without some special
treatment for their employees.
As I look back, the whole place had a
positive feel to it. Everyone from the
greeter at the door, to the server, to the
individual at the cash register was happy
and upbeat. The food was tasty too.
So how does this happen? How does a
small restaurant employing primarily
younger people in an industry that’s
known for extremely high turnover generate that kind of sentiment from
employees?
We all know it’s not done with high
wages or outstanding beneﬁts. They have
to be competitive with their competition;
therefore, the compensation would tend
to be on the lower end of the spectrum.
Intrigued with this little place, I went
back several more times over the next few
weeks. Perhaps I consumed too many
orders of sausage and eggs, but I was now
on a research mission.
I started to ask each of the people I
interacted with what was behind the
plaque and what was different about this
place. Several people with had been working at the restaurant from day one, now
more than 10 years.
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“A good boss
is hard to ﬁnd,
difﬁcult to part with,
and hard to forget.”

As I scribbled my notes onto the napkin
I think they wondered why they were
being interviewed.
As I reviewed their comments from our
discussions, four things emerge that are
noteworthy, and make this establishment
unique.
1. Fairness. The bosses treated everyone
with respect and a distinct sense of fairness. For example, when shifts needed
to be adjusted, management was never
heavy-handed; rather, they did their
utmost to achieve the business goals of
a full complement of staff, while trying
hard to meet the individual employee’s
needs. I think this is often unusual in
the restaurant industry.

3. Training and coaching. No one was expected
to learn the ropes on their own. Each
new employee worked through a variety
of training days with an experienced
employee at their side. With everything
from washing dishes, to working in the
kitchen, to serving, to tending the cash,
employees received clear and speciﬁc
instructions. When mistakes were made
they were coached to improvements.
4. Valuable feedback. I did have several conversations where I probed into what
happened when mistakes were made.
The clear message was that mistakes
were used as a training opportunity to
improve on the service delivered to the
customers. Employees left each day with
a very good idea of how well they did.
There was correction when necessary
and lots of encouragement every day.
I think we can all agree that a small
diner is not the most complex business.
Yet this microcosm of business excellence
has lots to teach us, and some of its qualities can be applied to much larger
enterprises.
The world of supply chain is full of
complexity, constant and rapid change,
and proﬁt margins that must be met. And
yet in the midst of these realities, it’s all
done with people, and those people aren’t
much different from the staff members
encountered at the diner. They’re looking
for a place to work where the boss is fair,
consistent, provides the necessary training
and gives valuable feedback.
I’m looking forward to my next breakfast and continued observations in this
little ray of employment sunshine.
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SA F E T Y F I R S T

CANNABIS IN THE WORKPLACE
A six-step guide to managing the risk of impairment
3. Train all employees on the signs of impairment, the risks and the company’s policy.
Make sure that people understand
what impairment in the workplace is,
what fit for duty is and what safety sensitive positions are. This helps everyone
understand what’s expected of them.

THE LEGALIZATION OF recreational

cannabis has given new life to an ongoing
workplace concern: how to reduce the
risk of impairment.
Many workplaces are still struggling to
navigate the balance between managing
the effect of the cannabis legislation while
also protecting employer rights. Safety
should always come first.
All employees must show up to work
fit for work and remain so throughout
their shift. This requirement applies to
those who use recreational drugs, prescription drugs or alcohol.

Hazards involved
Acute effects of impairment include
diminished mental alertness, physical
coordination, reaction time, sustained
vigilance, manual dexterity and judgment
– all essential requirements for working
safely and productively.
Cannabis contains over one hundred
of chemical substances, including Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and
Cannabidiol (CBD). Although medical
cannabis may have lower amounts of
THC (responsible for the psychoactive
response), it may have an impact on how
the brain and body function.
The effects of cannabis impairment are
usually more subtle and longer lasting than
alcohol impairment and may be harder to
recognize. But in both cases complex
human/machine performance such as
driving vehicles or operating machinery
will be impacted by impairment.
Impairment from THC may last as long
as 24 hours after taking a moderate dose
of cannabis products and effects can linger for frequent users.
Cannabis available as edibles (e.g.
candy, baked goods) increases the risk of
accidental consumption, impairment and
overdose.
Studies have linked the consumption
of products high in THC to an increased
risk of mental illness.
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What you can do
Most workplaces already have a drug and
alcohol policy prohibiting substance use.
That’s a great starting point. You can use
that foundation to manage impairment
from many sources, including cannabis,
over the counter and prescription drug
use, stress and fatigue.
Here are six steps to help manage
impairment in the workplace:
1. Update or conduct fresh hazard assessments to include impairment. This
requires having a clear understanding
of which positions are considered
safety sensitive.
2. Develop an impairment policy that
deﬁnes impairment.
deﬁnes ﬁtness for work and requires
employees to be fit for work.
outlines the consequences, up to
and including termination, for anyone not ﬁt for work.
includes supports for any employee
struggling with addiction.

4. Develop and communicate procedures for
identifying, reporting and removing
impaired employees from the workplace. Create an environment in which
employees feel safe and comfortable
bringing personal concerns forward.
Perhaps they’re taking medication that
might make them impaired, or they
believe a co-worker may be impaired
and is a hazard to themselves and
others.
5. Determine how you will accommodate
employees who disclose substance use, in
line with human rights legislation.
Employees need to know they are
required to inform the employer. Then
the employer can devise an appropriate response, such as implementing
modified or return to work programs,
and connecting the employee with
internal and external supports, such
as employee assistance programs
(EAPs), community agencies and local
health units.
6. Train supervisors on how to identify and
respond to work-related impairment.
Correctly identifying impairment is
the first step in taking preventive
action.
WSPS can help you create or revise
policies and procedures and provide guidance on how to address the potential risk
for impairment as part of a hazard/risk
assessment. Training options for managers, JHSC committee members, human
resources teams and others are also available.
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